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(left to right) Playing with materials to make a superhero mask; teachers looking closely and reasoning with evidence, middle schoolers examining a 

CMA work to explore the power of storytelling, prototyping a light fixture to illuminate a social issue



Charting our Journeys (so far)
2-min freewrite/draw

Aminah Robinson, Raganon, detail

Where were you at 

the start of this 

journey?

What’s something 

you’ve encountered in  

Educators Institute that 

has challenged you?

What’s something 

you’ve encountered 

in Educators Institute 

that has inspired 

you?

Where do you 

hope you’re 

going?



Hi, I’m Jen.

Hi, I’m Cat.



Faith Ringgold
Tar Beach #2 , detail, 1990-92

Screen print on silk

Museum Purchase with funds donated from the first annual 

Celebrating Diversity in Art Event

2001.021

The world and its challenges are complex

…and our collective creativity and capacity to care 

are profound.



John Wawrzonek, 

Dreamed Brook, Interstate 495, Littleton, MA, 1989

Dye transfer print
Museum Purchase, Howald Fund

1991.009.004

“What we practice at the small 

scale sets the pattern for the 

whole system.”

- adrienne maree brown

How we teach

How we live

How we leadHow we leave the world



Today’s Intentions

We will build our understanding, skills, and 

confidence in creative and civic agency



Strategies for this Investigation

We will:

Practice and reflect on creativity

Use group learning techniques from/for the classroom

Build our collective knowledge using targeted thinking routines

Plan for application to our own contexts



Creativity Alarm Clock

Create a gift for your neighbors

Aminah Brenda Lynn Robinson, 

A Street Called Home, detail 1997

Mixed media with fabric, buttons, and thread
Museum Purchase with funds from Wolfe Associates, Inc.

1997.010



Cracking Open Words: Civic and Creative

Scribe: Record the images, words, phrases, inferences, and 

stories that come to mind when hearing this word. 

Consider: What lives inside this word for you?

The Inspiring Inventiveness products 

were co-developed by Project Zero, a 

research center at the Harvard Graduate 

School of Education, and Opal School.

Review what has been generated. Capture responses to the 

following:

What do you notice?

What do you wonder?

What connections or patterns do you see?

What surprises you?



cre·a·tiv·i·ty \ˌkrē-(ˌ)ā-ˈti-və-tē

The process of using imagination and critical thinking to 

generate new ideas that have value



…across disciplines, ages, and contexts
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Creativity & Resilience

“[Creativity] stimulates alpha waves, signals in the 

brain that closely correlate with states of relaxation. 

Scientists have found that when people are relaxed, 

they’re much more likely to have big aha moments, 

when impossible problems seem to solve 

themselves…

In addition, numerous studies show that activities such 

as drawing, knitting, and journaling raise serotonin 

levels and decrease anxiety, factors that contribute to 

resilience—our ability to deal with our problems in a 

way that makes us feel like the next time they come 

around, we’ll have a better ability to tackle them.”



Creativity enables us to see things as if they could be otherwise, 
navigate complexity, and be agents in our lives, communities, and 

world.

…But although creativity is very good for us individually, it doesn’t 
necessarily push us to be good for the communities we are part of.



Teens creating a light fixture to 

“shine a light” on a social issue they 

care about

Middle schoolers mindmapping 

after viewing an CMA artwork 

showing migrant workers

Preschoolers exploring an 

allegory of homelands and 

settlement

Cultivating Creative & Civic Capacities: How can we support 

learners to engage the world’s complexity with imagination, 

critical thinking, care, and agency?



Zooming in: Portrait of Practice

Discussion questions:

What do you notice about the civic 

space of this classroom?

What are the children learning?

What is at stake for Malik? For the 

other students? For the teacher?

Review your notes. What struck 

you? Jot down your thoughts.



Reflection: Connect-Extend-Challenge

What is one CONNECTION you 

see to your practice?

What’s an idea you heard that 

EXTENDED your thinking about the 

civic life of your classroom?

What’s one CHALLENGE that this 

learning experience (or your 

discussion of it) surfaces?

Try it!:

Connect-Extend-Challenge 

supports synthesis, 

connection, and curiosity



[stretch break]



Think-Pair-Share

Read the quotations on the “Discussion Quotes…” handout. Select one 

that speaks to you. What do you Think this has to do with your practice? 

Jot down notes.

Pair up with an elbow partner and exchange your thoughts.

Share commonalities and puzzles in your table group.













Ralph Fabri
Americana, 1930

Etching

Museum Purchase, Derby Fund, from the 

Philip J. and Suzanne Schiller Collection of 

American Social Commentary Art

2005.013.111

Try it! Focus & Frame:

Promotes observation, 

reasoning, multiple 

perspectives, and comfort 

with complexity 



New York Times “What’s 

Going On in This Picture?”

Focus & Frame



Making a plan

Option 1: Select something on the horizon 

that you feel “meh” about. Roll the die for 

inspiration to reimagine it toward  how to 

approach the content with C4)?

Option 2: Spin the wheel to consider a 

cultural force at play in your classroom and 

how you might harness it toward students’ 

creative and civic capacities



Bruce Davidson, 

Woman Talking on Phone (Chicago), 

1989

C-print

Gift of an anonymous donor

2018.028.159

What’s something you 

heard that you want to 

share with someone else?

Who should 

hear it? Why?

Try it!:

This prompt as an end-of-

lesson reflection bridges the 

ideas in class with the world 

more broadly



Thank you.
Jen & Cat

Jennifer.Lehe@cmaohio.org  Caitlin.Lynch@cmaohio.org 

“What we practice at the small 

scale sets the pattern for the 

whole system.”

- adrienne maree brown

mailto:Jennifer.lehe@cmaohio.org
mailto:Caitlin.Lynch@cmaohio.org
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